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maxon the developers of professional
software solutions for editors, filmmakers,
motion designers and visual effects artists,

is pleased to announce the release of
redshift render engine, a renderkit-based

renderer specifically optimized for
professional graphics cards. this new
renderer provides high performance

rendering of redshift materials thanks to
integrated amd, apple and nvidia-ready
hardware, while redshift cpu announced

last week. maxon, the developers of
professional software solutions for editors,
filmmakers, motion designers and visual
effects artists, announced that artists can
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now use select amd radeon pro graphics
cards to create photorealistic images with
its production-class redshift render engine.

redshift now offers high-performance
rendering via amd (hip), apple (metal) and
nvidia (cuda) technologies, while anyone

can work with redshift materials and
rendering thanks to redshift cpu

announced last week. based in canada, the
maxon company was founded in 1986 with
a focus on color-correction technology. its
award-winning dofus motion graphics are
used in feature films, and its character-

animation software, cineware, is used in tv
and motion-comedy production. in 1999,

maxon created the first triple-axial rotation
(tar) camera system for motion-capture

and graphics, and in 2001, it began selling
hardware for real-time, motion-comedy
production and character animation. in

2005, maxon was acquired by the visual
computing group of germany-based

software company avid technology. amds
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proprietary vulkan api, designed for high-
performance 3d on pc, mac, and linux, is

now available on the redshift gpu-
accelerated, industry-standard api for real-
time interactive media and visualization.

with vulkan, artists can expect faster,
easier software development with greater
cross-platform compatibility with hardware
enhancements that will be delivered over

time through regular driver updates.

Maxon Smp 4004c Programming Software

the artworlds mission is to provide artists
with the tools and technology they need to

realize their visions. weve spent many
years working on cinema 4d. now, with the
introduction of redshift, weve made a move
that will allow us to reach our mission and
provide artists with the most powerful and

flexible 3d software available on the
market today. this release of cinema 4d

r20 is not a 1.0 release, but we are excited
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to say that the work weve done in the
development of this new release is truly
groundbreaking. we are also excited that
you can do this work on all the hardware
you have, whether you are a professional

or hobbyist. this brings the best features of
the software to the widest range of users,
and expands the market for the software.

maxon is proud to continue to lead the
development of the industrys leading, most

powerful software. in addition to these
improvements, we are also proud to
announce that cinema 4d r20 is now

available as a cloud-based subscription
service with unlimited access, and the

ability to run on any of the hardware you
have. the license is exclusive to maxon's

cloud-based service. you can learn more on
the cinema 4d r20 page. download 8 bit
music.com - free free online games and
apps. a forum to help you search, share
and download the best music, games,

movies, ebooks, tv shows, software and
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apps. you can download any type of file
here. to download any of the free files

above right click on the link and click on
"save target as". the redshift project is a

working group within the amd radeon
software development team. redshift is a

technology preview that is currently
available on the amd radeon pro w6800

graphics card. amd is actively working on
the redshift technology, but there is no
guarantee that this technology will be

released to consumers or be supported by
third-party developers. developers can
contact amd at redshift@amd.com with

any questions, and they can also visit the
redshift discussion forum to get more

information. 5ec8ef588b
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